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President
from the

February was indeed, an exciting as well as challenging time for FSAI. Many
of my FSAI colleagues must be feeling exhausted with daunting timelines and
deliverables. But I am glad that they also believe in the idiom - “No Pain No
Gain”. Now, let me elaborate 13th February was the day, when FSAI launched its ambitious Fire and
Security Industry Expo (FSIE), jointly with NürnbergMesse. This will be
organised at state-of-the-art IEML exhibition centre at Greater Noida during
23-25 February 2017. FSIE was launched with much fanfare and excitement
at Mumbai and I am glad to report that fire and security industry has very
well responded to this initiative and I am sure, we will have an excellent show,
next year.
The next in the row was organising FSAI Pavilion at ACREX 2016 in
Mumbai during 25-27 February 2016. It was a pleasure to see the presence
of industry majors in this pavilion. In fact, it was like a trailer to FSIE 2017!
As a concurrent event, we had also organised an interesting Panel Discussion
on one of the most relevant topics of our times - ‘Fire Safety in Glass Facade
Buildings’ on 26th February 2016. Thanks to the participation of enlightened
panelists, it turned out to be a thought-provoking discussion on issues and
options for life safety and functionality of glass facade buildings.
During Acrex only, we announced FSAI’s unique networking event - Project
Heads, Architects & Consultants Conclave - PACC 2016 to be held at Goa
during 26-29 May 2016. It is heartening to note that on the first day of the
announcement itself, most of the sponsorship slots were booked! Of course,
few slots are available for those who have still not decided. But hurry, we are
booking it on a first-come-first-serve basis!!
These are some of the highlights of last two months and we are working
relentlessly to achieve greater heights in times to come. While talking about
heights, I am tempted to quote Donald Trump and I quote - “Get going.
Move forward. Aim high. Plan a take-off. Don’t just sit on the runway and
hope, someone will come along and push the airplane. It simply won’t happen.
Change your attitude and gain some altitude. Believe me, you will love it upthere”. So friends, it’s our journey and let’s develop our attitude for achieving
higher and higher altitude.

PANKAJ DHARKAR

National President – FSAI
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Any sufficiently advanced technology is equivalent
to magic.
– Sir Arthur C. Clarke
New age technology is changing the way we live, the way
we recreate, the way we work and yes, the way we can keep
ourselves safe and secure. The new age technology is helping us at all fronts of
safety and security:
-

Prevention: Through intelligence and efficient monitoring
Deterrence: By showcasing impact and capability of technology
Detection: Innovated alarms and alerts along with automatic action controls
Response: Integrated response mechanism to achieve high value results with
minimal efforts
- Post incident analysis: Availability of data and analytics to create better and more
competent systems for future
This issue of FSAI Journal is dedicated to the new age technology and its contribution
to enhance safety and security in our lives. The journal covers material on best of
technology and its usage across the globe. The commendable contribution from
industry experts provides indication on what technology pieces have reached India
and how they can be utilized. The edition also includes an interview of Singapore Fire
Chief and how his team delves in the process of innovation through technology. It is
interesting to review that Singapore has more technology and funds compared to India,
but still the team innovates to satisfy their operational needs. This should serve as a big
message to all Indian professionals, how to get inspired and conduct similar exercises
in their own space. It is truly amazing, how tailor-made solutions can be effectively
reached with innovation and available technology.
The summers always lead to higher number of accidents and 2016, unfortunately, has
already witnessed highest increase in terms of fire incidents. This surely indicates that
there is no alternative to prevention. Prevention is surely a combined responsibility of
humans and technology, more so of humans, as they depute and respond to technology
as well. There is a need for all of us to come together and ensure that we lose less lives,
inflict less injuries and lose less rupee value to all the safety and security mishaps.
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Hypoxic Air –

A New Method for
Fire Suppression/Prevention
- by V. Srinivas

The three elements that causes a
fire are Fuel, Oxygen and Ignition/
Heat. These three components
make three sides of a fire triangle.
If any one element is taken out
from the triangle, fire cannot
continue. Most of the fire
extinguishing systems are based on
the same principle. To extinguish
fire, most of the systems depend
on depleting oxygen levels or
by reducing the temperature by
quenching of flames.

Normal atmosphere air consists of
21% oxygen, 78% nitrogen, and
1% of other gases such as carbon
dioxide. This combination is good
for both humans and fire. But
reducing the oxygen percentage to
16% creates an air mixture that is
still good for humans but does not
allow fires to ignite. This is the basis
of hypoxic fire-prevention systems.
Above sea level at certain
height, there will not be enough
oxygen to support life. However,
humans are fairly flexible in this
aspect. Commercial aircrafts are
pressurized at 8,000 feet. People
live comfortably in La Paz, Bolivia,
where the altitude ranges from
10,000 to 13,000 feet. A few
climbers have successfully scaled
29,000-foot Mt. Everest without
oxygen.
Inert gas systems are so far widely
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used in critical facilities for
extinguishment of fires. But these
gases cannot prevent occurrence of
fires.
Inergen, one such gas, used in data
centers to suppress fires, comprises
52% nitrogen, 40% argon, and
8% carbon dioxide but no oxygen
at all. When a fire is detected,
Inergen as per designed quantity
is released to reduce the oxygen
concentration in the room to about
10% to 12%, which is not adequate
to support combustion. However,
the increased carbon dioxide level
in Inergen increases a person’s
respiration rate making a person to
exit the room.
According to information posted
by FirePASS and Prevenex which
are the two commercially available
systems,
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• The National Fire Protection
Agency Association (NFPA)
Standard 2001, “Clean Agent
Fire Extinguishing Systems,”
rates an hypoxic atmosphere
of 12% oxygen as a “No
Observable Adverse Effect
Level” on humans.
• Hypoxic air meets the EPA’s
Significant New Alternatives
Policy, which states that hypoxic
air “does not require further
review and can be marketed.”
• Hypoxic air meets ANSI
requirements for sufficient
oxygen.
• The Fire Prevention Association
of Great Britain has endorsed
the health and safety of hypoxic
fire prevention.
However, OSHA did not approve
so far.
The deficiencies of the present
systems are as follows:
1. In all total flooding applications
disruption of operations is
inevitable which is not usually
acceptable for military/ space
applications
2. Extinguishing of major fires in
obstructed spaces cannot be
totally achieved with chemical
suppressants
3. The aggressive chemical
agents released are toxic to

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

humans. Present systems
require evacuation upon system
activation
Dry chemical extinguishing
agents are also highly corrosive
to electronics and may cause
more harm than good in the
event of activation
Both chemical and inert gas
total flooding systems are
capable of only a single, shortlived, use. Therefore, recovery
operations may hamper if there
is a re-ignition
In the event of accidental
actuation, refills are essential
which is expensive
It is very difficult to achieve the
prescribed design concentration
with total flooding
If the design concentration
of an inert gas-based agent
becomes excessive, it becomes
difficult for occupants due to
Hypoxia

The Hypoxic Air Venting system
can operate as Suppression and also
Prevention. In case of Prevention,
the system shall continuously
generate Hypoxic air but a
breathable environment.
The Hypoxic Air Suppression agent
is premixed hypoxic air consisting of
10-12% O2. The agent is effective
similar to 100% N2 systems. It
ensures the safety of occupants and

oxygen
concentration
15%

oxygen
concentration
21%

nitrogen
concentration
79%

The Hypoxic
Air Venting
System can
operate as
Suppression and
also Prevention

nitrogen
concentration
85%
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eliminates the need for Oxygen
monitoring systems. Unlike Halon
systems, the system can release its
agent in the protected space at
floor level. Having much colder
temperatures and a higher density
than normal air, the agent floods the
protected space from the ground
similar to water flooding. Hence
the air of the compartment that is
polluted with combustion products
is vented out through the top of the
compartment and substituted with
the agent. This makes the system as
Total Flooding.
At a height of 1m at all outside
temperatures, the system achieves
a full suppression in 12% O2
atmosphere in less than 3 minutes.
During 20 minutes of the agent
release, the O2% will be reduced to
10% and can be maintained at a fire
suppressive O2 level for an extended
period of time.
At a height of 5m, the system is
slightly slower, but still effective
in achieving a flame suppressive
environment. In the unlikely event
that fire is initiated at a height of
5m, a full suppression can still be
achieved within 10 minutes and
maintained for 20-30 minutes .
In preventative mode, the
environment in the normally

occupied facility is perpetually
maintained at 15-16% oxygen,
which is healthy for human
occupants. (15-16% O2 at sea
level corresponds to an altitude of
2600-2100 meters in terms of O2
partial pressure.) This preventative
environment significantly reduces
the possibility of ignition of a
majority of common flammable
materials.

aerosolized biological, chemical and
radionuclide agents.

An important advantage of
preventative system is that it
creates and maintains a slightly
positive barometric pressure
inside a protected facility, which
prevents warfare aerosolized
agents from entering the protected
compartment. However, the
intake-air shall be filtered from

The preventative system illustrated
above works as follows:

Also, the preventative mode can
be introduced when attack risk is
increased and hence, command
center can operate in enhanced
safety mode. In the case of an
explosion or fire eruption, the
additional suppression mode can be
immediately activated.

• Ambient air is drawn into the
hypoxic generator where it is
purified and made hypoxic.
• The air ventilates the entire
room inhibiting any common
ignition sources.
• Hypoxic air leaks from the
room thus completing the flow
and ventilating the facility.
• Only DX type of Recirculation
AC units are allowed but not
any other fresh air systems
Hypoxic air inerting offers not
only fire protection but also the
potential benefit of a reduced
oxygen atmosphere that may be
more conducive to preservation of
arte- facts, building décor or fabric.
Many characteristics of inert air
offer promise and particular benefit
in heritage applications.
However No approval standard,
listing body or independent
installation guidelines for inert
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Hypoxic Air inerting
offers not only fire
protection but also
the potential benefit
of a reduced oxygen
atmosphere that may
be more conducive
to preservation of
artefacts, building
decor or fabric

air venting yet exist. Inert air
systems are available in the market.
Successful applications depend on
choosing the optimum concept and

implementing installations to work
in unison with air conditioning and
mechanical ventilation utilities of
buildings.

Srinivas has done M.Tech (Power Systems with emphasis on High Voltage Engineering ) B.Tech (Electrical &
Electronics), is Chartered Engineer, Certified Energy Auditor by Bureau of Energy Efficiency, Accredited Professional –
Indian Green Building Council, Master Trainer- Energy Conservation. He is Member – Indian Plumbing Association
(IPA). Presently, Chairman of IPA Hyderabad Chapter, Member – Fire & Security Association of India (FSAI),
Founder President & Secretary of Hyderabad Chapter. He has worked on various projects like IT/ Healthcare (around
30 Hospitals), Commercial, Malls & Multiplexes, Industrial, Retail & Residential Projects.
synergyinfra@gmail.com
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IP Solutions
for Smart Buildings
- by Ashish Dhakan
Smart building technology
investments typically pay for
themselves within one or two
years by delivering energy savings
and maintenance efficiencies. In
Smaller buildings that do not have
centralized automation systems, the
availability of affordable wireless
sensors combined with this new
smart building technology makes
it possible to deploy a building
automation system without the
expense of hard-wiring,”
IP Based Video Surveillance
leverages existing IT infrastructure
and contributes to lower
cable installation cost. The IT
Infrastructure allows for improved
network security, remote system
access, remote notification of
events, and alarms and use of
POE. Most importantly, it allows
for the integration of the Video
Surveillance Systems into other
building technology systems
allowing for greater functionality

between systems. IP based
systems have greater flexibility
in image format and provide
greater resolution and increased
flexibility in configuring frame rates
and resolution for each camera.
The capabilities to use wireless
connectivity, digital zoom into an
image and incorporate older analog
cameras into a system through
encoders are major benefits of the
IP Surveillance.
With the advent of IP or
Network Cameras, the method of
installing CCTV System changes
dramatically. These IP cameras are
plug and play devices as far as the
network is concerned. They are easy
to integrate into corporate LANs
or WANs. There is no need for
multiplexing, coaxial cabling, balun
adapters, CCTV keyboards, analog
VCRs and tapes. An IP camera
takes the video, compresses it and
sends it over the LAN to a network
attached storage(NAS) device, a
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storage area network (SAN) or a
video server. An IP camera is always
streaming video across the network,
and therefore, is always using
bandwidth. Hence a separate or
segmented LAN is recommended
to avoid bottleneck issues on the
main corporate network. However,
some IP cameras now incorporate
both server and NVR functions
and this helps to limit some of the
bandwidth impact. The connection
to the LAN is via 10/100/1000
Mbps Ethernet. Pictures from an
IP camera can be viewed and the
PTZ movement (if available) can
be controlled using a PC running
a standard browser. Additional
features include built-in activity
detection function that can be set
to trigger an alarm or switch. For
example, when there is movement
in the field-of-view of the camera,
the camera could set off an audible
alarm or switch on a lamp or send
a signal to lock a door. In addition,
the captured image at the time

www.asmag.com
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the alarm was triggered can be
sent to an email address or FTP
server. A high-end IP camera can
offer PAL output in addition to IP
compressed video. There are many
different compression methods
that an IP camera can utilize. These
include JPEG ( Joint Photographic
Expert Group), MJPEG (Motion
JPEG), H.263, MPEG (Motion
Picture Expert Group: MPEG1,
MPEG2, MPEG4), Fractal and
Wavelet. The main difference
between them is their bandwidth
consumption.
Demand for digital surveillance
technology is rising rapidly as the
cost of commercial applications
falls (particularly for storage
and maintenance). The quality
of digital images is clearly more
superior and the flexibility offered

in storage and transfer options over
traditional analog counterparts
is highly desirable. The digital
images can also be replayed many
times with very little degradation
in quality. However, the issue of
digital images as legal evidence is
in focus as this new technology
takes off in the security world. For a
court, the key word is ‘traceability’,
that is, having a cast-iron audit
trail that takes it right back to the
original recording. This means that
whatever happens to an image,
whether it is enlarged, printed, or
tampered with, the original remains
for a court to examine. In many
countries, guidelines are provided
to ensure the authenticity of digital
images and suitable procedures
must be followed in collecting and
monitoring what is captured on
camera.

The quality of
digital images
is clearly more
superior and the
flexibility offered
in storage and
transfer options
over traditional
analog
counterparts is
highly desirable

Ashish Dhakan, is the Managing Director & CEO at Prama Hikvision, world’s largest supplier of video surveillance
products and solutions. The product line ranges from cameras and DVRs to video management software. Since its
inception in 2001, Hikvision has quickly achieved a leading worldwide market position in the security industry.
ashish@pramahikvision.com
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• Vending machines
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• Laboratory fume/exhaust cabinets

• Edm & cnc machining centers

• UPS units

• Computer/data storage cabinets

• Wind energy turbines

Firetrace now offers Total Flooding systems that lead the industry in design flexibility
and performance. These clean agent systems can be used to supplement traditional
Firetrace installations or as stand-alone protection for high value spaces like
server and electrical control rooms or other uncontained hazards.

fIretrace e4 engIneered clean agent systems

• Transformer cabinets

• Electrical control panels

InternatIonal systems are currently
safeguardIngover 250,000 mIcro-envIronments
world-wIde, IncludIng:

regIstered offIce
101/102, ChampaklalUdyogBhavan,
Sion (East), Mumbai – 400022 (India)
Phone : +91-22-43511586 / 43511500
Fax : +91-22-24016439
Cell : +91-9322131969
Email : deepak.navathe@newagefireprotection.com

Branch offIce
New Delhi
Kolkata
Chennai
Lucknow
Kochi
Bengaluru

works
Khopoli, Off Mumbai – Pune
Expressway, Maharashtra
30, Majethia Industrial Estate,
Nr. Dukes Factory,
Chembur,
Maharashtra
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Myths of
Evacuation
- by Laura Künzer

Evacuation Planning is an
important element of emergency
planning for companies and
organisations. In general terms, in
evacuations people should make
their way to a safe place. Situations
such as fires, gas leaks, explosions,
bomb threats or subsidence may be
the reason for an evacuation. The
people affected must leave (parts
of ) buildings or business premises
on their own as quickly as possible
and in an orderly manner. This
is distinguished from a planned
evacuation, e.g. as a result of bomb
finds or foreseeable flood.
Evacuation Planning must include
four factors [1], [2]:
• The type of hazard or the
triggering event, e.g. a fire

• The environment or
infrastructure which is affected
by structural properties such as
length and accessibility of escape
routes,
• The occasion on which people
remain in a particular place, i.e.
various challenges in evacuating
an office building or an
underground station, etc.,
• The humans involved by
differentiating supportive
forces such as the operators of
an infrastructure, rescue and
support services, organizers and
fleeing people or people that
need to be rescued.
This article focuses on the
behaviour, responses and needs of
humans in evacuations. A number
of assumptions which are to
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some extent believed to be myths
concerning human behaviour
in evacuations are discussed in
academic literature, but also among
practitioners. Most of these myths
derive from false understandings
and misinterpretations of human
behaviour; they are, however, often
not recognized as such [3].
Myth: People leave the building
immediately after hearing a fire
alarm
Regular evacuation exercises have
to be carried out in most types of
infrastructures. It would therefore
be obvious that people will also
leave the affected infrastructure
immediately as soon as a fire alarm
starts. Responses to such an alarm
are always influenced by individual

FIRE PROTECTION & SAFETY
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evaluation processes, recognition
and motives. However, studies
on fire evacuation exercises or
case studies show (e.g. in [4] and
[5]) that people often only start
to evacuate with hesitation and
delays or even refuse to evacuate a
building. The authors Fitzpatrick
and Mileti [6] describe five phases
after dismissing an emergency alert.
Complex problems may arise in
each phase, which may result in
delays to leaving an infrastructure:
Phase 1: Hearing
In order to prevent a mass panic, arrangements for dealing adequately with crowds in
evacuations must be established (crowd control)

Photo: KölnMesse

Even if an alarm is transmitted by a
public address system, it cannot be
assumed that all intended recipients
will take notice of the alarm, even
if they have the physical ability. The
non-hearing of alarms always results
in delayed responses.
To avoid this, the audibility of
an alarm should be tested in
a particular environment and
adopted to surrounding influencing
sounds (soundscape). It is also
advisable to create redundancies
in an alarm system, for example by
using additional visual alarms (two
sensory modes- principle).
Phase 2: Understanding
The auditory perception of an
alarm cannot be equated with the
understanding of the alarm itself and
the comprehension of the importance
of this alarm. A fire alarm constitutes
an acoustic warning signal which has
an ambiguous meaning. The warning
signal may be sensed as urgent by the
recipients due to its tonal properties,
but the hazard indicated and
associated actions might not explicitly
clear, especially if the recipients never
heard the alarm before.
Regular exercises and training
courses help to put emphasis on
the significance of an acoustic fire
alarm, for example the demand to
leave the building immediately.
If training courses are not possible
due to different occupants,

Even if an alarm is transmitted by a public address system, it cannot be assumed that
all intended recipients will take notice of the alarm.

such as visitors of a building
announcements with explicit
behavioural recommendations
should be used.
Phase 3: Identifying as an actual
alarm
Human responses alarms are
influenced by personal evaluation
of factors such as the credibility,
urgency and severity of the alarm.
In the context of fire alarms the
so-called cry wolf-syndrome can
be observed [7] and [2]. Previous
“false alarms”, because alarms
were presented in fire exercises,
might decrease the credibility of
an alarm, because recipients no
longer take alarms seriously (“It is

Human responses
alarms are
influenced by
personal evacuation
of factors such as the
credibility, urgency
and severity of
the alarm
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just an exercise…”) This may lead
to behaviour such as completely
ignoring the alarm, continuing
current activities or even refusing to
evacuate.
As it is not advisable to neglect
exercises, the problem of alarm
recognition should be addressed
in organisational guidelines and
debriefings of exercises. Also
the knowledge about persons in
charge or management to initiate
an evacuation, play a significant
role concerning the credibility of
an alarm. The more credible the
alarm the sooner will people start to
evacuate.
Phase 4: Applying and
Recognizing as Relevant
Personal risk assessment and
the assessment of the credibility
of an alarm play crucial roles in
evacuation warnings. Only if
people consider themselves to
be the intended recipients of an
alarm (“That’s an actual fire alarm,
which is now important for me!”),
they will respond appropriately
and leave the building. If possible,
specific information concerning
the imminent danger may also help
to increase the recognition of the
relevance of an alarm.

Alarm locks at emergency exit doors may involve a psychological barrier to using alternative exits

three behaviours in particular are
exhibited:
• to wait for further instructions
(“wait and see”)
• the active search for further
information in order to make a
more informed decision on how
to react
• to actually leave the infrastructure

Phase 5: Deciding and Taking
Action
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If a person has successfully
completed phases 1 to 4, the
person has to decide how to react
to the alarm. Studies show (e.g.
[4] and [8]) that after an alarm

All phases described need to be
considered for an effective warning
to improve the initiation of an
evacuation. Besides features for
the design of warnings and alarms,
e.g. volume, choice of words, etc.,
additional features for different user
groups should also be included in
the design process, e.g. for visitors
who do not speak the local language.
Myth: People use all available
exits evenly

People still run through smoke even if there is a
clear deterioration in conditions (poor visibility,
breathing difficulties) due to the smoke

Do the evacuees use all available
escape routes?
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In evacuation simulations, it
is sometimes assumed that all
available (emergency) exits are
evenly used. Interviews and case
studies show that people tend to
use routes which can be considered
as “common path of travel” [2]
e.g. people use the same routes to
enter and exit a building. There are
various reasons why people neglect
or even ignore available emergency
exits:
People are “creatures of habit” and
feel more comfortable to use the
routes they are acquainted with.
Usually people do not pay attention
to alternative exits in their everyday
lives and in emergencies even use
the exit which they also used as
an entrance. Furthermore, signs
which indicate escape routes and
emergency exits, which are seen
every day, lose their meanings if
this information is not actively
used (“learned irrelevance” [9]).
Evacuation always constitutes an

FIRE PROTECTION & SAFETY

Alarm locks at emergency exit
doors may create a psychological
barrier for using alternative exits.
The uncertainty of possibly
triggering an alarm may discourage
the use. Emergency exits are,
furthermore, often less attractive
because they are poorly signposted,
lit or it is unclear to the user what
is behind the emergency exit door.
The disregard of (emergency)
exits in evacuations constitutes a
particular challenge to emergency
routes planning and exercises.
Emergency exits must be designed
to be easily visible, attractive and
inviting, e.g. through the use of
light emergency lights. If possible,
familiar entrances and exits should
be parts of the escape routes. If a
proper design is not possible, escape
routes must be made familiar in
order to be used in evacuations.

Studies of fires in the past 30 years
show that these hazards do not
necessarily discourage people from
running through smoke. People
will still run through smoke even
if there is a clear deterioration
in conditions (poor visibility,
breathing difficulties) due to the
smoke [2], [13], [14]. The reasons
for running through smoke can
be described by fire-fighting
measures or attempts to warn and
help others. Further explanations
might be the aversion to the use of
indirect routes, detours [15] and
the misjudgement of the health
risks due to the smoke toxicity. As
people run through smoke, if there
is a “good” reason for them to do
so, such health risks must also be
clarified.
Myth: Panic usually occurs in
evacuations and people behave
selfishly
Everyone for themselves?
In the context of evacuations, the
term panic is readily used. (Mass)
panic – the panic described here

must be distinguished from panic
disorders on clinical settings – is
characterized by irrational, antisocial and selfish behaviour, i.e.
self-rescue regardless of others [1].
Even if there seems to be a number
of events which are in retrospect
referred to as mass panic, “real”
mass panic occurs very rarely.
Although scientific literature agrees
on this, the basic assumption is
tenacious. Mass panic is therefore
also described as a myth in research
[16] and [17].
The (psychological or sociological)
concept of mass panic has still not
been sufficiently investigated. It
can, however, be assumed that the
behaviour of individuals is more
functional from their perspective
and thereby dependent on specific
local circumstances as well as an
individual assessment in relation
to the courses of action. There
is little empirical evidence for
competitive behaviour or irrational
behaviour patterns. A sense of duty,
helpfulness and altruism [18] [19]
has been found in the analysis of
events.
Photo: FeuerTRUTZ

exceptional situation and may cause
stress. Under stress, thinking and
perception of evacuees are focused
on the escape itself and the search
for action alternatives is limited.
Stressed and fearful people do what
they can do best and stick to what
is familiar (see [10],). So, they use
familiar routes in order to eliminate
additional stress [11]. In stressful
situations, people also increasingly
follow the behaviour of other
people in their vicinity, even if they
select an unfavourable route.

Myth: People do not run through
smoke
Every child knows, smoke is
hazardous, right?
In the event of a fire, the fire itself
only constitutes a secondary risk
to the health of people present.
Poisonous smoke and toxic
gases are considered to be the
significantly greater danger [12].
What is common knowledge to
the emergency services of the fire
brigade, might not be as obvious
to other people. People who have
not dealt with the hazards of smoke
are often unaware of the toxicity of
smoke.

In evacuation planning, the key factors such as type of hazard, the environment affected and the
infrastructure, the occasion and the humans involved must be considered in an integrated way
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In fact, people often confuse their
fear in exceptional circumstances
with panic [13]. If the people are
asked to describe their behaviour
afterwards, it becomes clear that
it was not panic-stricken. (“Then
I burst into panic, called the fire
brigade and saved my family.”)
Furthermore, panic is used as a
quick and simple explanation for
serious accidents, e.g. by the media
or event organizers. In order to
avoid questions of responsibility
and organisational reasons,
a supposedly uncontrollable,
irrationally and selfishly acting mass
of people is made responsible for a
dangerous mass dynamic.
In order to prevent the emergence
of a mass panic, the arrangements
for dealing adequately with
masses of people in exceptional
circumstances must be established
(crowd control). In addition, the
phenomenon of mass panic must be
further investigated.
Conclusion and Implications for
Evacuations
The key factors type of hazard, the
environment and the infrastructure,
the cause of evacuation and the
people affected influence each
other and must be integrated in
an emergency evacuation plan.
People are often only considered
as uncertainty factor and source
of errors. People can also be
considered as safety factor and
resource, because they can
potentially respond flexible and
goal-oriented in cases of emergency.
But training is vital for this.
In follow-ups of exercises and
actual events, all available escape
routes should be emphasised for the
occupants. In debriefing, elaborated

information about the emergency
evacuation plan and correct
behaviour should be provided and
discussed. It is always necessary to
review all actions in exercises for
their effectiveness. In emergency
situations, leadership by trained
staff is also important; this should
also be tested in exercises.
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Smart Buildings

– a Myth, a Reality or a Necessity?
- by Aditya Prabhu

A Small Introduction
What is a Smart Building? While
its fair to say that a Smart Building
has multiple definitions in the real
world, the one that closely comes
to define how we envisage them is
“ A Building that can dynamically
respond to the needs and problems
of Owners, Occupants and
Operators in the domains of
Safety, Security and Environmental
Sustainability by far are considered
True Smart Buildings”.

Integrator Skills and Non Existent
Design Validation Strategies are the
other things that have made people
think “Do Smart Buildings really
Exist?”
Luckily, decoding the technology
envelope of a Smart Building is not
as complicated as cracking the Da
Vinci Code as it is made out to be.
Lets Understand what “Smart”
Means

Unfortunately, the word
“Smart”today is used just about in
any project purely for marketing
purposes, thereby diluting its true
purpose and intent.

The first thing associated to the
word Smart today is a Smart
Phone. It is the simplest and easiest
example to explain the difference
between a conventional building
and a smart building.

Unfinished Projects, Lack of

Whatever happened to Nokia?
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Have you ever wondered how such
a great company, once the World
Leader in Mobile Phones, died
an unforgivable death? That is a
Conventional Building for you.
Functional, but not Smart.
Now Look at Android. Open,
Simple and Hardware agnostic.
Use Android on a Lava, Micromax
or a Samsung, the experience still
remains the same. Smart because
– the same phone can now have
applications like whatsapp, uber,
facebook, etc that improves
productivity and utility value.
This is a Smart Building to you.
Functional, Productive and
Efficient.
The 3-Os of a Smart Building
Most People feel that Technology

BUILDING AUTOMATION

makes Buildings Smart. Its true.
Technology does make buildings
smart provided the Technology
is delivered to serve 3-Os of the
building, being -

Owners

-

Operators

-

Occupants

How do Building Owners benefit
from Smart Buildings ?
Building Owners make Investments
in Energy Efficient Equipment
assuming that they will Save Money
on Energy as well as Equipment
Maintenance Costs. During the
actual operations of the building,
they continue to live under that
assumption without really having
the data that proves that their
investment is breaking even or
breaking their bank.

How do Building Operators
benefit from Smart Buildings ?
Predicting a fault before it actually
occurs is no Magic. Through Data
Analytics, Smart Buildings are able
to provide pattern and correlation
analysis of the Installed equipment
making it possible for us to track
anomalies in real time that enables
us to predict a problem before it
really occurs.
That’s SMART for the Operator,
knowing where to Act before a
problem actually occurs.
How do Building Occupants
benefit from Smart Buildings ?

Smart Buildings can now provide a
ROI Calculator and an Equipment
Performance Dashboard to actually
track their Return of Investments.

Building Occupants have a
great deal to benefit from Smart
Buidings. Take a scenario where
the occupant invites a visitor
through an App that lets them
book a meeting room, create an
access pass, notify pantry services,
activate lights and HVAC only for
the Duration of the Meeting and
Save Energy while doing all of this
in one Click.

That’s SMART for the Owner,
knowing where the Savings & Costs
are being distributed.

That’s SMART for the
Occupant, solving their real
world problems.

Technology does
make buildings
smart provided
technology is
delivered to
serve the 3 Os
of the building,
being Owners,
Operators and
Occupants

Figure1
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Figure 2

The DNA of a Smart Building
The DNA of Smart Buildings is
better understood as a Scientific
and Engineered Approach where
Technology meets the 3-Os of the
Building
1. A collaborative interface to
resolve real world problems
faced in buildings by owners,
occupants and operators by
ensuring comfort, sustainability
and safety
2. Provide actionable information
regarding the performance of
building systems by predicting
failings in real time using
Pattern Recognition and Data
Analytics
3. Proactively enhance the

operational intelligence
of the facility operator
in buildings through
Performance Analytics
to maintain and improve
operational efficiency of
building systems
4. Providing a platform
for continuous adaptive
commissioning in buildings
to ensure re-calibration and
re-programming to evolve with
changing environmental and
site conditions

Smart Buildings in India –
a Myth, a Reality or a
Necessity
Smart Buildings are surely Myth
if one doesn’t know what a Smart
Building really is all about. This is
the case most of the time.
Smart Buildings are a reality if
Implemented Intelligently in
a manner that Technology is
Integrated Holistically to serve the
3-O`s of the Building.

5. Ensuring that the technology
deployed is non proprietary,
service neutral, future proof and
simple to operate.

Smart Buildings are a Necessity
today considering the Need of the
Hour to make Buildings Safer,
Energy Efficient and Maintenance
Friendly.

A Reference Solution Stack for
Smart Buildings (see image)

Welcome to the Era of Smart
Buildings.

Aditya Prabhu, is the Group CEO of Secutech Automation (India) Pvt Ltd which is an ISO 9001:2000 Company
Headquartered in Mumbai having its Regional Offices in over 6 Locations in India and its International Office in
Singapore. Secutech is a Lighthouse Identity of Smart Buildings having being recognized on a global level for delivering
the Worlds Smartest Building in India. Secutech has also won 2 Frost & Sullivan Awards for technology Innovation
in Smart Buildings thereby being a Brand Leader in that domain. To Drive Operational Intelligence, Secutech has
also Established India`s First 24x7 Remote Energy & Performance Analytics Centre in Mumbai. Should you have any
Questions or would want to Visit the Experience Centre.
aditya@secutechautomation.com
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INNOVATION &
TECHNOLOGY:
POWERING A HIGH

PERFORMANCE ORGANISATION
Interaction with Mr. SAC Christopher Tan

Director, Fire Safety & Shelter Department, Singapore Civil Defence Force

Senior Assistant Commissioner (SAC) Christopher Tan is the Director of the Fire Safety & Shelter
Department in the Singapore Civil Defence Force (SCDF) and Chairman of Board of Directors of
COSEM, a SCDF Cooperative. In his 30 years of service, he has held various senior-level command and
staff appointments in Operational Command, Training, Planning including a 2-year stint as the Singapore
Government Senior Consultant to the State of Qatar. Prior to his current position, he was the Director of
Civil Defence Academy.
He currently chairs the review of the Singapore Fire Code, Standard for Fire Safety in Rail Transit System,
technical requirements for civil defence shelters and performance-based fire engineering guidelines and sits in
several other national standards and code committees. He also presides over several professional registration
and disciplinary panels under the SCDF.
SAC Tan has participated in consultancy and capacity-building projects in the Gulf countries, Vietnam and
Myanmar. He has also presented papers at many international conferences. He was involved in earthquake
rescue mission in Philippines (1990) and led the rescue mission in the Great Taiwan Earthquake (1999).
SAC Tan holds degrees in Fire Safety Engineering and Building and professional qualifications and
memberships in fire engineering and fire investigation.
Mr. Garry Singh, MD - IIRIS Value Catalysts & Member of Editorial Board-FSAI Journal, had a
conversation with him regarding the initiatives taken by SCDF and his role in the organisation. Here are the
excerpts...
Heartiest congratulations for
reducing the fire calls by 2.5%
from 2014 (4,724) to 2015 (4,064)
and reducing fire fatalities to half
in the same duration. How your
leadership and your team achieved
this success when most others in
the world are facing increase in
number of fire cases?
The Singapore Civil Defence

Force (SCDF) is the national
emergency authority that undertakes
firefighting and rescue operations,
hazardous material (HazMat)
mitigation and provision of
emergency medical services. The
Fire Safety Regulatory Framework
(see Figure 1) regulates to ensure a
high standard of fire safety. This is
achieved through close collaboration
with relevant public-private
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stakeholders to formulate, review
and implement codes and a strict
enforcement regime is adopted
to ensure code compliance at the
ground. Our ‘Design to Comply’
philosophy to design of building
fire safety works mandates the need
for early detection and warning
of a fire, safe egress of occupants
and prevention of fire spread to
neighbouring property. This is

FSAI INTERACTION
complemented by a network of fire
stations strategically located islandwide and man round the clock by
well-trained and professionally
competent fire fighters. These have
contributed to Singapore having a
very good fire safety record.
Separately, we also actively
engage our community through
a wide range of public education
and emergency preparedness
programmes and activities to equip
them with community self-help,
life-saving skills in basic first aid,
CPR and AED and use of fire
extinguishers. Periodic emergency
exercises are conducted with the
grassroots and community to
enhance their skills and resilience.
These have enabled the community
to respond quickly to any fire and
medical emergencies within their
neighbourhood before the arrival of
SCDF.
What are the major challenges
faced by your department while
operating in Singapore?
The SCDF constantly scans the
horizon for potential challenges
and explore new ways of doing
things to enhance service delivery
and standards. For example, in the
1990s, the construction industry
presented challenges to SCDF’s
Fire Safety Regulatory Framework.
There was a need for the framework
to keep pace with developments and
balance the need for safety and being
pro-enterprise. To adapt to these
challenges, SCDF came up with the
innovative Self-Declaration System
in 1996 and the Self-Regulation
System in 1998.
Self-Regulation System
In the past, every single plan
that was submitted to SCDF
for approval had to be checked
thoroughly for compliance. This
was not only a time-consuming
and labour intensive process, but
it also resulted in the Qualified
Persons (QPs) who are registered
architects or professional engineers

Fig 1: Singapore Fire Safety Regulatory Framework

relying on the SCDF to detect and
inform them of non-compliances.
The process of approval could take
weeks, months or even a year for
those extremely complex projects.
This was an unsustainable model and
we recognized the need for change.
Under the Self-Declaration System,
SCDF officers will only check for
major non code compliant issues eg
means of egress, fire engine access
etc, that need to be addressed at
plan design stage, failing which
it may led to abortive works if
these cannot be rectified on site.
From the lessons learned from the
Self-Declaration System, SCDF
tweaked the system and embarked
on the Self-Regulation System
in 1998. This system is in itself a
‘Process Innovation’. Under the
Self-Regulation System, plans for
building fire safety works could
now be approved within two
working days based on the statutory
declaration by the QPs that the
plans are in compliance with the
prevailing Fire Code. To ensure that
the Self-Regulatory System works,
necessary safeguards had to be put
in place to ensure that the system
is effective and not abused. SCDF
will randomly audit about 10% of
the plans submitted and deterrent
actions would be taken against
errant QPs for non-compliances
found in their plans.

In fact fire services in foreign
jurisdictions have shared that they
are now facing the acute strain on
resources because they have not
moved away from the model of
conducting 100% checks on fire
safety plans and they are keen to
study SCDF’s model.
Performance-Based System – An
Alternative to the Prescriptive Code
Approach
Apart from the innovative changes
made to the approval process,
there was also a need for the
regulatory framework to support
creative and complex designs in
our buildings. In 2004, SCDF
introduced the performance-based
system for code compliance which
offers QPs flexibility in designing
fire safety measures based on fire
engineering principles instead of
just adhering to prescriptive code
requirements. Such plans would
require the endorsement of fire
safety engineers, who are registered
with SCDF. The Marina Bay Sands
Integrated Resorts, Sports Hub and
Gardens-by-the-Bay are examples
of iconic buildings and structures
that have adopted this approach
and contributing to a more vibrant
and diverse urban landscape in
Singapore.
Against the backdrop of a
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challenging urban landscape,
evolving operating environment
and resource constraints, the SCDF
has developed new innovative
firefighting vehicles to stay ahead of
the challenges.
Multi-Utility Vehicle (MUV)
Instead of having different vehicles
supporting different operational
situations, SCDF developed the
Multi-Utility Vehicle (MUV)
to enhance SCDF’s operational
capability indifferent domains,
namely supplying water in large-scale
fires and vegetation fire response.
The MUV is a vehicle that allows
the original chassis to be more
flexible to meet more operational
demands. The creativity of the new
chassis permits different operational
modules to be loaded depending
on the need. This is unlike the old
Platform-On-Demand (POD)
which is huge and resulted in slower
response. With the flexible chassis
designed to interchange between
modules, we need to only maintain
one chassis with different functions
instead of having multiple vehicles.
The MUV concept reduces the
need to purchase additional specific
response vehicles.
Unmanned Firefighting Machine
(UFM)
The continuous growth of
Singapore’s economy had also led

The Unmanned Fire Fighting Machine being deployed at a warehouse fire

to the construction of numerous
large warehouses and underground
infrastructures. In the event of an
emergency, the unique operational
challenges in these premises would
require significant resources to
manage. This is due to either the
larger area of operation or the
presence of confined spaces. The
situation becomes worse as the fire
could spread rapidly due to the
presence of highly combustible
materials stored at site.

unique features. Firstly, it can be
wirelessly remote-controlled from
up to 300 metres away, which
enhances frontline responders’
ability to penetrate and work in
hostile environment. Secondly,
the UFM works on a crawler track
system which gives it high mobility
and flexibility for deployment in
different types of terrain. Thirdly,
the UFM is equipped with the
capability to pull and push any
obstacle along its path.

To also adapt to the challenges
faced by the manpower crunch
in Singapore, we introduced the
Unmanned Fire fighting Machine
(UFM)in fight fires deep within
the risk area, without exposing
our fire fighters to extreme heat
and danger. The UFM has three

The UFM can be deployed to
firefight using water mist, jet and
foam; as well as to ventilate smokelogged areas. This deployment
concept does not require any
additional frontline responders as
SCDF innovate our firefighting
process to achieve amore effective
operational outcome with the same
resources.

The Multi-Utility Vehicle on display
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SCDF is cognisant that to improve
our service delivery and efficiency
to meet an evolving operating
environment, besides leveraging on
technologies, it has to tapon the
community-at-large to enhance
emergency response at the onset
of any incident. This paradigm
shift arises from the fact that
SCDF cannot be anywhere and
everywhere all the time and will
not be as fast as members of the
community who are already in the
vicinity of an unfolding emergency.
In view of this startling reality,
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members of the community will be
solicited to serve as Community
First Responders.
As the community begins to step
forward as Community First
Responders, this will enable SCDF
resources to be more optimally
managed and allocated to handle
complex incidents that warrant our
expertise. This SCDF-Community
collaborative partnership will enable
emergency assistance to be rendered
more effectively, seamlessly and in
a sustainable manner, leading to
better survival outcomes. A Nation
of Lifesavers” has been adopted as
the vision that would guide SCDF’s
transformation journey into the next
decade as everyone plays his part to
enhance the overall safety levels for
the country.
Singapore’s dense population
and high traffic must be major
challenges in reaching to the place
of incident. How does your team
fight these challenges?
As Singapore becomes increasing
urbanized and densely populated,
the competing needs for land use in

the operating environment,
we needed a much smaller fire
engine that has the versatility to
traverse streets and still has the
firefighting capability. To do so, we
had to shed away our entrenched
firefighting mind-sets. We do away
with the concept of having a bulky
water tank onboard by tapping
on the well-developed network of
water hydrants island-wide. We
also embarked on a job redesign
in order to operationalise a fourmen crew concept in firefighting.
The Light Fire Attack Vehicle
(LFAV) or more commonly
known as the Red Rhino was
thus conceptualised and designed
in-house by our own officers.
In 1999, the 1stgeneration of
the LFAV was introduced into
operation. It proved to be a gamecharger. In November 2015, SCDF
rolled-out its latest version of this
fire appliance and in addition to
the integrated Compressed Air
Foam (CAF) CAF system, the
5thGeneration LFAV is designed
and equipped with both firerescue and medical capabilities to
provide enhanced support during
emergencies.

A Light Fire Attack Vehicle going through rugged terrain

our small nation state makes land
scarcity more acute. Our roads have
become more congested, impacting
our response time to emergencies as
we are not able to build as many fire
stations as required.
Light Fire Attack Vehicle (LFAV)
To adapt to the challenges of

This particular hardware innovation
also enables the SCDF to nimbly
operate out of fire posts (satellite
fire stations) located within public
housing estates, instead of only being
able to operate out of the bigger
fire stations. This is crucial to our
operations as without the fire posts
deployed at strategic locations, we
would never have been able to meet

our operational KPI of responding
to emergencies.
Do you follow a tracking
mechanism when you are able
to monitor the timeliness and
appropriateness of response
provided by fire officers to a call?
For all reported fire and rescue
calls, we set a target to arrive within
8 minutes of the call, 90% of the
time. But while we have consistently
done well to surpass it, we strive to
attend to each case expeditiously.
SCDF takes a serious view on the
timeliness of our response and we try
to sharpen this response on several
fronts.
Advanced C3 Emergency System
(ACES)
To improve incident management
and command and control, we built
the Advanced C3 Emergency System
(ACES) which was commissioned
in late November 2013, to enhance
our sense-making capabilities
and support the decision-making
process of our senior commanders
when they have to make crucial
time-critical decisions during a
crisis. A notable part of the ACES
infrastructure is that all our fire
engines are mounted with in-vehicle
cameras that can transmit real-time
video imagery of incidents back to
the Operations Centre to enhance
our sense-making capabilities.
We have also established a basic
social media monitoring function
in our Operations Centre to
complement ACES by trawling
sites like Twitter and other social
medial platforms for breaking
information of an incident that
members of the public may be
posting about. This enables us to
access to pre-arrival photos of the
incident, and sometimes, even near
real-time images of the incident as
it evolves. This provides our ground
commanders with an additional data
source to help them with decision
making on the ground during an
emergency.
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The technology for fire detection
and firefighting is modernizing
at a very fast pace. What all
latest technology adoptions have
been done in Singapore? Do you
have a process to vet the new
technology?
Innovation is an integral part
of SCDF’s organisational DNA
and the organisation leverages
on innovation and state-of-theart technology to overcome the
challenges of resource constraints
and the complexities of an ever
evolving operating environment.
Apart from some of the innovations
that I have shared earlier, we are in
the midst of conducting further
trials on our innovative fire &
smoke detection device that uses
advanced imaging technology.
When ready, the Fire and Smoke
Tele-camera (FAST) detector will be
a game changer in providing quick
detection of an incipient fire and
also eliminate false alarms. We also
have a team currently working on an
auto fire code-based plans checking
software that will greatly benefit the
building industry.
In SCDF, we have a comprehensive
innovation process with many
platforms supporting a deeply
ingrained culture of innovation.
As we journey towards our
transformation vision, technology
is harnessed to develop and infuse
new capabilities across the full
spectrum of our operations and
work processes.
SCDF Innovation Scheme
SCDF’s overarching Innoventure
Scheme encompasses the enablers
and processes for creating the
desired innovative environment,
under the organisation’s maxim
of “Everyone has the potential
to innovate”. The 4 enablers of
innovation are a) Environment, b)
Communications, c) Competency
and d) Infrastructure with various
mechanisms supporting the
realisation of these enablers.

SCDF has a clearly defined
Innovation Process to generate,
evaluate and realise such ideas.
Creative ideas are harvested from
various internal and external sources
such as our Staff, Customers and
Partners. The ideas are evaluated
at the strategic planning and
development process before
being filtered based on the
projected impact of ideas. Those
with organisation-wide impact
are evaluated by an Innovation
Committee, and may be handed
to project teams for further
development and realisation.
There are also various platforms
used to nurture innovation such as
innovation meetings and ideathon
sessions at the unit-level and the
annual innovation convention at the
force-wide level. The Convention
has enabled a multitude of projects
and project teams to come together
and share their innovation projects
to the rest of the Force at a single
platform. This platform also
provides the opportunity to crosspollinate ideas as well as integrate
similar projects from different units
into a joint endeavour. To support
innovation, funds are available at
various levels to be tapped to testbed ideas.
What special arrangements your
department has to provide fire
and rescue response to high rise
buildings?
Infrastructure developments are
being built with increasing density
as the population grows in landscarce Singapore. We are seeing
buildings that are taller (and
also deeper), increasingly more
complex and unconventional in
design. Build-in fire protection and
fire-fighting facilities are crucial
for such structures. These include
automatic detection and alarm
system, sprinklers, protected lobbies
and exit staircases, rising mains,
fire lifts etc. Tackling fires in super
high-rise buildings is more difficult
as the heights of such buildings
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are beyond the reach of our tallest
aerial vehicles to mount external
fire fighting and rescue operations.
In this respect, fire-fighters have to
employ offensive fire-fighting and
rescue strategies and penetrate into
the building. Operational surveys
and enforcement checks are carried
out regularly and scenario-based
exercises are conducted on a weekly
basis to such buildings to ensure our
SCDF responders are familiar with
the building layout, risk and firefighting facilities.
To support the trend towards super
high-rise residential buildings which
are those more than 40 storeys
in height, SCDF has drawn up
additional fire safety provisions to
address the complexity in evacuating
residents due to their varied age
and health profile and mobility
challenges faced, and during
firefighting operation.
Additional Measures to Enhance
Fire Safety in Super-Highrise
Residential Buildings
In 2007, the following provisions
were added to the Fire Code for
super high-rise residential buildings,
including mixed-use buildings that
exceed 40 storeys:
a) Provision of Refuge Floor
A designated storey, which shall
be provided at intervals of not
more than 20 storeys, with at
least half of its floor area to be
used as ‘temporary holding area’
for people to take refuge instead
of proceeding all the way down
to the ground level during fire
emergency. In addition, it can
be used as ‘assembly’ area for the
physically challenged, including
aged, pregnant women, etc.,
to assemble and wait for
evacuation, if need be, by fire
fighters.
b) Provision of Additional Fire Lift
and Larger Size Fire Lifts
An additional fire lift is required
and both fire lifts have larger lift
cars for purpose of facilitating
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fire-fighting and rescue
operations. The larger lift cars
aid fire-fighters in the evacuation
of occupants who require
assistance, particularly, those on
stretcher.
Are there any projects that are
taken up on public-private
partnership basis?
SCDF engages strategic partners
and stakeholders through various
communication channels to cocreate products & services and to
meet performance requirements.
We interact with our strategic
partners and stakeholders through
regular activities such as committee
meetings, working groups, dialogues,
work plan seminars, knowledge
sharing sessions, site visits, etc.
Such communication and feedback
channels provide a platform for
understanding and assisting the
needs of the strategic partners and
stakeholders and also to ensure
timely and actionable feedback is
provided.
As an example of such partnership,
the development of the Singapore
Fire Code is the longest standing
since 1991. We are currently into the
5th edition of our 5-yearly review
cycle, targeted to be implemented
in 2018. Stakeholders representing
the relevant government agencies,
professional institutions (architects
and engineers’ associations),
academia and developers etc.
are involved in various technical
committees and work groups
that meet on a bi-monthly and
sometimes ad-hoc basis to review
and deliberate issues relating to fire
safety. The diverse expertise and
experience have added rigor and
richness in the discussions. Other
such partnerships in relation to fire
safety include those from the F & B
industry, renewable energy groups,
building product manufacturers and
contractors etc.
What measures are taken to

improve public awareness and
contribution to fire safety?
SCDF organises a wide range of
programmes to educate and support
the general public in essential civil
defence skills and knowledge.
These include mass participation
in exercises, visits to households,
distribution of educational materials,
training tools and community events.
CD Emergency Handbook
The Civil Defence Emergency
Handbook is one of the primary
means through which the SCDF
reaches out to all segments of the
population. The latest 2016 edition
contains updated information as
well as new topics such as what to
do in the event of gas leaks, when
you are caught in a fire in super
high-rise residential buildings as
well as tips to prevent a vehicle fire.
There is also a section on how the
public can play an important role
as Community First Responders
by equipping themselves with key
lifesaving skills namely CPR and
AED procedures, basic first aid and
basic firefighting techniques through
fire extinguishers and hose reels. This
handbook is made available at our
website at http://www.scdf.gov.sg.
mySCDFMobile Application
Riding on the proliferation of
smart phones in recent years, a
SCDF mobile application called
‘mySCDF” app has been developed
to allow members of the public
who encounter any fire hazards and
suspected fire violations to submit
photos and a brief description to
SCDF directly. The free application
includes the “Fire Safety Feedback
Module” which gives users the
power to report fire hazards to
the SCDF as soon as they spot it.
Individuals who have submitted
photos on the app can also monitor
the status of their submissions.

SCDF
organises a
wide range of
programmes
to educate and
support the
general public
in essential
civil defence
skills and
knowledge

Neighbourhood Active Responder
Programme
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The Neighbourhood Active
Responder (NEAR) Programme
is a collaboration by the SCDF,
the Singapore Police Force (SPF)
and the People’s Association
(a community and grassrootscentric government agency) to
train volunteers in life-saving and
other emergency skills. It aims to
encourage the community to take
greater ownership in emergency
preparedness and response by
leveraging on trained volunteers
who are near an emergency situation
for timely life-saving intervention
before the arrival of emergency
services.
Emergency Preparedness Centre
(EPC)
To better prepare Singaporeans
to handle a range of emergencies
from fires and medical
emergencies to war and terroristrelated incidents, an Emergency
Preparedness Centre (EPC) has
been set up by SCDF in 2015.
Using state-of-the-art training
and simulation technologies like
virtual reality 3-D immersive
technology, the EPC provides an
experiential environment with
interactive features to give the
visitors a near realistic experience
of natural disasters such as
typhoons and tsunamis and also
for them to learn about emergency
preparedness skills like fire safety
knowledge and life- saving skills.
Company Emergency Response
Team (CERT)
For the industries, SCDF
introduced the Fire Safety Manager
(FSM)Scheme in 1994 to mandate
owner/operators of designated
buildings (more than 9 stories high,
5000 Square meters, occupancy load
of 1000 pax) to appoint trained
and registered FSMs to formulate
Emergency Response Plans (ERP)
and prepare the building occupants
for emergencies, and to ensure fire
safety regulations are complied with
at all times.

In 2005, SCDF established the
Company Emergency Response
Team (CERT) Framework, which
requires companies to form
competent CERTs to mitigate the
incident from the onset and prevent
its escalation prior to the arrival of
the SCDF. The CERT requirements
initially covered companies that
store more than five metric tonnes of
petroleum and flammable materials.
In 2014, this was extended to
designated public and industrial
buildings under the National CERT
Standard.
These companies are subjected
to annual audits by the SCDF to
ensure that they were integrated
seamlessly with SCDF’s response.
This effectively made safety a shared
responsibility and the industry helps
to bear the cost of maintaining a
response force.
What is the gender balance in your
team?
Females constitute approx. 12% of
the uniformed staff in SCDF. They
are deployed in both command and
staff roles depending on their physical
fitness, educational background
and training. Some hold command
appointments in frontline units while
others are staff officers, and those
with higher potential are in middle
and senior management positions in
staff departments at HQ.
Will you like to give any advice
to fire professionals in India
who are facing high number of
fire incidents with very minimal
responders and equipment?
Fire departments in many countries
and jurisdictions face resource
constraints in manpower, equipment
and budget. SCDF is no different.
As emergency response is always
a downstream consequence
management issue, we should invest
in public education and community
self-help programmes to minimise
the occurrence of a fire. Equip them
with fire safety knowledge and basic
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To better prepare
Singaporeans to
handle a range of
emergencies from
fires and medical
emergencies to
war and terrorist
related incidents,
an Emergency
Preparedness
Centre (EPC) has
been set up
by SCDF
life-saving skills like fire-fighting,
CPR and first aid so that they can
respond speedily to tackle any
incident at their home, workplace
or community before the arrival of
professional help. Collaborate and
empower them to take charge as
they have a stake in their own safety.
At the organisation level, fire
departments should seek continuous
improvements to work processes
and resource optimisation in
delivering its services to the public.
Create and nurture an innovative
and sustainable environment to
promote bottom-up creativity
and innovations. Management
and supervisors should provide
encouragement and support to their
staff and guide them to develop
an idea or suggestion and bring
it to fruition. Always give due
recognition whether tangible or
otherwise. It will go a long way in
building an innovative culture in the
organisation.
As resources are limited, leverage on
technology as an enabler to enhance
service standards and delivery. This
could be by means of a collaborative
partnership with other stakeholders
to achieve the desired outcomes.
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Kudos to the Bravery of a Security Person!
Security calls for tight
vigilance and bravery is an
intrinsic attitude.A security
gunner, Ramesh KumarSingh
averted the kidnappingof a
girl, attempted by a private
school van driver on March
3rd2016, while performing
his duty in front of a bank
branch at Ashok Vihar,
New Delhi. As aprivate
school van was passing
by, the security gunner,
Mr.Ramesh Kumar Singh
could smell something fishy
as the girl who was the sole
child seated in the van was
seen crying uncontrollably.
Finding this unusual, he
immediately asked the

driver to stop the van. The
moment the van stopped,
the child rushed out of the
van andthe driver fled from
the spot, immediately. From
the school I-card, Mr. Singh
called up her parents, who
owed their utmost gratitude
to this courageous and brave
man, displaying a proactive
approach. Suchbravery acts if
shared can serve asimmense
inspiration for others toact
in similar situations. Mr.
Singh is a Security Gunner
from Fireball Securitas
& Consultants Pvt. Ltd.,
which is a member of FSAI.
“BRAVO to this Dauntless
Hero”.

Honeywell Gurgaon plant creates a niche!
Manufacturing Today –
India’s leading magazine
on manufacturing sector
featured Mr. Puneet Jain,
Plant Head for the Gurgaon
plant of Honeywell India,
in their special feature on
“100 top plant heads of
India’s leading manufacturing
companies”. Honeywell
India Pvt. Ltd. is a member
of FSAI and its Gurgaon
plant has made a distinct
mark for itself because of
multiple features viz. it was
one of the sites amongst
Honeywell’searly HOS Silver
Excellence sites, globally; it
has witnessed 2.5X increase
in plant output along with
2X increase in employee
productivity levels, over the
last four years & a 99 percent

product quality maintained
at all times. The plant
manufactures fire detection
and alarm devices to cater to
fire safety requirements across
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residential and commercial
buildings, hospitality, healthcare
and industrial sectors. A
commendable performance
indeed!
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REACH OUT TO
THE mOvERs
& sHAkERs
Of fiRE And
sECURiTy
indUsTRy
in indiA
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FIRE & SECURITY INDIA EXPO 2017
- Secure not just the ‘living’, but ‘life’ itself

FSIE launched by the worthy hands of Dr. Sudhir Krishna and Pankaj Dharkar.
Also seen in the picture (L to R) : Sonia Prashar, Ashok Menon, D. K. Shami and Ashish Rakheja

Dr. Sudhir Krishna

Pankaj Dharkar

D. K. Shami

FSAI has recently joined hands
with the world renowned
NurnbergMesse India to launch
its show - Fire & Security India
Expo (FSIE). The first edition of
this show is scheduled to be held
at India Exposition Mart Ltd.
(IEML), Greater Noida, Delhi /
NCR from 23 - 25 February
2017.
As a result of India’s economic
evolution, the awareness about
Fire Safety and Security in our
country has grown exponentially
and intensified over the last
decade. FSIE will be the first ever
trade show and multi-dimensional
platform that combines solutions
for passive, active and
organisational Fire Safety and
Security Management. The Show
will witness presence of Officials,
Experts, Architects, Building
Engineers, members of leading
security and fire prevention
bodies and other stakeholders
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from world over to disseminate
information, gather knowledge,
exchange ideas, debate innovative
perspectives, solutions and
products for fire safety and
security. The show will also see
a large exhibition taking place
at the same venue which will
have a display of the most latest
products, technologies & trends
of the Fire Safety & Security
Industry from within India and
abroad.
The show was launched
on 13th February, 2016
during a ceremony held at
Mumbai. Speaking on the
occasion, Mr. Pankaj Dharkar,
National President - FSAI,
said “Continuous review &
upgradation of fire safety norms
is a key factor for ensuring safety
& security for the general public.
The influx of urbanization
along with rapid development in
public amenities has led to a
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rise in concern over fire safety
and the subsequent need for
technological enhancement
& public awareness about the
necessary set up to ensure safety.
What is crucial is that not only
producers but even the users of
such safety and security systems
understand the importance
and method of implementation
of fire and safety systems in a
smart urban environment. The
commencement of FSIE is an
initiative taken by the Fire and
Security Association of India for
the very purpose of informing
all stakeholders about various
technologies that could provide
a roadmap for fire safety in
industrial & residential areas”.
Ms. Sonia Prashar, Managing
Director, NürnbergMesse India
is also upbeat about the scope of
the show and the synergy with
the co-located events-“The
event will offer a perfect stage
for dialogue and new contacts
and to create networks and
trust. Experts, professionals,

Cultural Programme during the event

technology and innovation all
present in one place will help
optimize opportunities”,
she concluded.
The gathering at the launch
function was also addressed by
eminent personalities like Dr.
Sudhir Krishna, Former Secretary
– Urban Development &
Chairman – Expert Committee
on Smart Cities of BIS New
Delhi; Mr. Santosh Warick,
Director - Maharashtra Fire
Service and CFO - MIDC,
Mumbai; Mr. Prabhat
Rahangdale, CFO - Mumbai &
Mr. Ashok Menon, Director - Fire
& Emergency Services, Goa who
were all extremely happy with
this initiative of FSAI to promote
and create an awareness about
fire safety & security amongst the
masses. Speaking at the launch,
Mr. Ashish Rakheja, under whose
Chairmanship the event is going
to be conducted, appealed to
all the members of FSAI and
industry players to come forward
and support the show in a big
way. He further highlighted that
this show will also have - Fire &
Security Excellence Awards for
recognizing the achievements of
the most innovative, reliable and
cost-effective products, services
and solutions spanning a wide
range of fields across the fire safety
and security industry.

Santosh Warick

Prabhat Rahangdale

Ashok Menon

Sonia Prashar

Ashish Rakheja

FSIE 2017 Brochure Launch : Seen in the picture (L to R) : Sonia Prashar, Ashish Rakheja, Ajit Raghavan, K Ramachandran, Pankaj Dharkar,
Dr. Sudhir Krishna, Prabhat Rahangdale, Santosh Warick, D. K. Shami, Ashok Menon, K. P. Dominic and Koyeli Dutt
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MoU
Between
NFPA & FSAI

Seen in the picture (sitting) : Donald Bliss and Pankaj Dharkar (standing) K.P. Dominic and Ajit Raghavan

National Fire Protection
Association, Inc. (NFPA) and FSAI
have recently signed a MoU
which sets in place arrangement
for both the organizations to
work cooperatively to reduce
the impact of fires and related
hazards through the development
of educational events, industry
guidance documents and

publications as well as advocacy on
behalf of NFPA’s consensus codes
and standards.
This MoU encourages NFPA
and FSAI to work cooperatively
to conduct forums such as
conferences, seminars and
workshops for their members
and others. The subjects for these

Pankaj Dharkar and Donald Bliss unveiling the FS AI Journal.
Also seen in the picture is Ajit Raghavan
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events could include, but are not
limited to, codes and standards,
regulatory compliance, emerging
technology and best practices
relating to the prevention and
management of fire and related
hazards. The activities undertaken
as a part of this MoU will certainly
create and add a lot of value for the
members of FSAI.

Pankaj Dharkar and Donald Bliss after the signing of MoU. Also seen in the
picture (L to R) : Ajit Raghavan, Nilesh Kanadia and Nimit Sheth
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FSAI@ACREX 2016

FSAI Stall at ACREX 2016.
Seen in the picture (L to R) : Virendra Borade, T Ravishankar, Pankaj Dharkar, Ashwin Ijantker, K. P. Dominic and Triloknath Tiwari

ACREX India 2016 being organised by Indian Society of Heating,
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning (ISHRAE), supported by
NuernbergMesse India Pvt. Ltd., is South Asia’s largest International
Exhibition on Air-Conditioning, Refrigeration & Building Services. FSAI
had put up a special pavilion to showcase its activities and also the products
of its members relating to the fire and security industry. The FSAI Pavilion
had participation by 11 companies which covered a total area of 300 sq. mtrs.
ACREX India 2016 saw participation from over 400 exhibitors representing
more than 25 Countries. The exhibition also witnessed a massive footfall of
approx. 30,000 business visitors.
A Panel Discussion on the topic “Fire Safety in Glass Façade Buildings” was
also held during ACREX India 2016 which included eminent panelists
like Andy Dean, Head of Facades - WSP/ Parsons Brinckerhoff, Dubai; Ar.
C.N.Raghavendran - CRN Architects; Ruchir Panwar, Business Head –
Build Solutions at Mahindra Susten; Peter Simmonds, Managing Director
- Principal Building & Systems Analytics LL C, USA; Hemant Rathod,
National Head, Structural Glass Solutions - Saint Gobain Glass; Devendra
Kumar Shami, Fire Adviser, DGFS - CD & HG, New Delhi; Santosh
Warick, Director - Maharashtra Fire Service and CFO - MIDC; Rolf
Schnitzler, Product Engineer – Curtain Wallsand Windows, IFT Rosenheim,
Germany; Gareth Whitcombe, Technical Specialist, Water & Mechanical
Products - TYCO, USA; Pankaj Dharkar – PDA Consultants, Ahmedabad
& President - Fire & Security Association of India. The Panel Discussion
covered the most crucial and critical aspects to be taken care of from the Fire
Safety point of view while designing Glass Façade Buildings. This discussion
holds much relevance with the increasing trend of many new buildings
coming up which have glass facades. It created an excellent platform for
knowledge sharing for all the attendees.

FSAI Stall at ACREX 2016

Andy Dean delivering his speech

Audience

Seen in the picture (L to R) : Sanjay Pathak, Renu Saldanha, T Ravishankar, Pankaj Dharkar, Santosh Warick, D.K.Shami, Ar. C. N.
Raghavendran, Peter Simmonds, Hemant Rathod, Andy Dean, Sonia Prashar, Rolf Schnitzler, K. P. Dominic, Rakhi Deepak and Suresh Menon
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FSAI BENGALURU CHAPTER
FM GLOBAL CERTIFICATION PROGRAMME

K. P. Dominic, Renu Saldanha, Sumit Khanna and Sabarinath with Bengaluru Team

FSAI Bengaluru Chapter organized the FM Global Certification Programme
for Loss Prevention & Sprinkler Technology at Hotel Royal Orchid, on 17
& 18, March, 2016. The objectives of this programme included thorough
understanding of the fundamentals in loss prevention; risks involved in
diverse industries & how FM approvals aid in reliability in loss prevention;
advancement in Sprinkler Technology & fundamentals of effective design and
installation of Sprinkler Systems.

Sabarinath and K. P. Dominic addressing the audience

Abby So during the training session

Mr. Mani Kandan Krishna Murthy, Group Manager Field Engineering;
Mr. Abby So, Manager FM Approvals Asia Pacific; Mr. Sumit Khanna,
International Codes & Standards Consultants and Mr. Fayaz from FM Global,
gave training on Loss Prevention and Sprinkler Technology. A total of 21
members attended the training session.
At the Inauguration, trainees and trainers were welcomed by FSAI Member
- Mr. Krishna Prasad & Director Events - Ms. Renu Saldanha. An interactive
workshop was also conducted as a part of the programme. Towards the end of
the session, Mr. Chandrashekhar N., President - Bengaluru Chapter & Mr.
K. P. Dominic, Chairman - Programs Events / Student Activities gave
mementoes to all the trainers.
Vote of Thanks was given by Mr. Sabarinath MP, Secretary - Bengaluru
Chapter.

FIRE SAFETY AWARENESS PROGRAMME

An officer of Karnataka State Fire & Emergency Services briefing students about fire safety
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A Fire Safety awareness programme was held at Lady Wellington School,
Bengaluru on 6th January, 2016. The programme was attended by 500
children, 25 teachers, 5 non teaching staff members and people from the
neighbourhood.
Children were taught about various precautionary measures like not using
the lift, which type of fire extinguishers to use etc. The attendees were also
trained in evacuation procedures and a fire drill was conducted which can
be followed in case of an emergency. The teachers were practically made to
douse a fire and children were also shown as to how fire is doused in high rise
buildings with the help of fire engine.

Live demonstration of fire safety techniques

Towards the end, all the attendees thanked the FSAI Bengaluru Chapter
President - Mr. Chandrashekhar C; Secretary - Mr. Sabarinath MP and FSAI
Member - Mr. Narendra Kumar for their relentless efforts and also conveyed
their special thanks to Karnataka State Fire & Emergency Services for the
support extended.

Live demonstration of First Aid given during the time of emergency

FIRE SAFETY AWARENESS PROGRAMME

Audience at the seminar

Live demonstration of fire extinguishers

A Fire Safety awareness programme was conducted at Garden City College
of Science & Management Studies, Bengaluru on 4th March, 2016. It was
attended by 80 students and 10 staff members. They were taught the evacuation
procedures in case of an emergency. A presentation on Fire Safety and Disaster
Management was also given by the Fire Officer present. This was followed by
a demo about the classes of fire and how to use the fire extinguisher. Students
were practically made to use the extinguisher to douse out fire.
FSAI Bengaluru Chapter President - Mr. Chandrashekhar C addressed
the students and encouraged them to become active in the FSAI Student
Chapters and in turn actively contribute to the society in their own way. He
extended a special thanks to the Karnataka State Fire Emergency Services
team for supporting the event and also thanked Chapter Secretary - Mr.
Sabarinath MP and FSAI Members - Mr. CM Reddy; Mr. Nagaiah and Mr.
Sathyanarayan on the huge support extended by them in making the event
a success.

Fire Officer explaining about Fire Safety & Disaster Management

Chandrashekhar C addressing the students
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FSAI DELHI CHAPTER
CONFERENCE ON “LIFE SAFETY & SECURITY IN OLD HERITAGE
CITY & MODERN SMART CITY – A CHALLENGE”

Ashish Talwar addressing the gathering.
Also seen in the picture (L to R) : Ajit Raghavan, Gyaneshwar Singh, Dr. G.A. Bhat,A. K. Sharma and Neeraj Sehgal

Delhi through its long, amazing history has adapted to all the changes that
it has seen through, it still faces a long haul challenge when it comes to
adapting to the Safety & Security needs that it faces today when it embarks
on its new pace setting journey towards evolving into a Modern Smart City
while maintaining its Heritage Tag. So to throw some light on this burning
issue, FSAI had organized a full day conference with the theme “Life Safety
& Security in Old Heritage City & Modern Smart City - A Challenge” which
was held on 29th January, 2016, at Hotel Crowne Plaza, Okhla, New Delhi.
Lighting of the Lamp by Ajit Raghavan, Neeraj Sehgal and Ashish Talwar

Robin Chauhan sharing his thoughts about
Life Safety & Security of Old & New Delhi

The conference commenced with the welcome note of Mr. Ashish Talwar,
President - FSAI Delhi Chapter followed by lighting of lamp by the dignitaries.
The Chief Guest of this efficacious conference was Dr. G.A. Bhat, Secretary
(Technical) Home Dept., Govt. of J&K and the Guest of Honors were Mr.
Gyaneshwar Singh-IPS, DIG- CID, H.P. and Mr. A.K. Sharma, Director of
Delhi Fire Services.
The conference had industry professionals discussing about Life Safety and
Security of Old & New Delhi through various Panel Discussions on Fire,
Safety & Security. FSAI Delhi Chapter also presented a surprising element
for its audience to create the awareness amongst the public in the form of a
road play. The scintillating, heart-touching Nukkad Natak on Fire & Safety,
performed by college students, was applauded by many. As the conference
ended with the thanking note given by Mr. Neeraj Sehgal, the new enthusiasm
and enlightened minds were apparent as if the people have got a right direction
to move into and it was a consequence of the toil of FSAI Delhi Chapter team
which had been paid off by getting a big applaud from the audience.

FS AI Delhi Chapter Team

AWARENESS PROGRAMME WITH DISPLAY OF
SECURITY GADGETS FOR DOMESTIC & INDUSTRIAL USE

DCP & SHO discussing about the safety of residents & industries

FSAI Delhi Chapter organized an Awareness Programme with display of
security gadgets for domestic & industrial use on February 22, 2016, at
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Mayapuri Police Station. The primary goal of this Awareness Programme
was to apprise people about the modern gadgets available in the market. The
residents of Janakpuri and the industrialists of Mayapuri were present to take
advantage of this knowledgeable event. DCP & SHO were present at the
venue to encourage people to be vigilant and to respond wisely in case of
emergency.

DCP with Ashish Talwar & Neeraj Sehgal, checking
the security gadgets at the stall

SEMINAR ON - SAFETY IS EVERYBODY’S RESPONSIBILITY

Seen in the picture: P. K. Goswami with Neeraj Sehgal
discussing the safety issues

Ashish Talwar briefing about FSAI to the audience

FSAI Delhi Chapter had organized a seminar on “Safety is Everybody’s
Responsibility” in collaboration with Govt. of National Capital Territory of
Delhi on 9th March, 2016 at Mayapuri Industrial Welfare Association, to mark
the celebration of National Safety Week from March 8 – 11, 2016. Mr. P.K.
Goswami, Director of Health & Safety Dept. discussed the safety issues faced
by the industries and their possible solutions with Mr. Ashish Talwar, President
and Mr. Neeraj Sehgal, Secretary - FSAI Delhi Chapter. The successful seminar
was attended by 40 people.

FSAI GUJARAT CHAPTER
CWC ORIENTATION PROGRAMME

Seen in the picture (L to R) : Rohit Shah,Yash Majithia,Nimit Sheth, Rakesh Arora, K. P. Dominic, Dipen Mehta,
Mukesh Shah, M. M. Bhuskute, Asha Parmar and Sanjay Pathak

CWC Orientation Programme was held at Hotel Skyz, Ahmedabad on 5th
February, 2016. Mr. Pankaj Dharkar shared his thoughts & concerns at the
beginning of the programme. This was followed by detailed discussions on certain
pivotal issues within the FSAI. Mr. K. P. Dominic & Mr. Rakesh Arora played
active roles in elaborating the same. Mr. Nimit Sheth also explained that FSAI
Gujarat Chapter being one of the most vibrant chapters of FSAI had a series of
events lined-up in the near future keeping in mind the image and tempo of the
chapter. This, he said, would help in expanding the reach of the organization and
also furthering the main aims of the organization towards Fire Safety & Security.
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Gujarat Chapter President, Mr. Nimit Sheth, Chapter Secretary, Mr. Mukesh
Shah, CWC Members Mr. Dipen Mehta, Mr. Rohit Shah, Mr. Yash Majithia,
Mr. M.M.Bhuskute, Mrs. Asha Parmar & Mr. Hemal Voral remained present
during the orientation. The prime issue discussed was to strengthen the core
team of Ahmedabad Chapter, making it as vibrant as it was in the past. During
the evening programme, “Ek Shaam FSAI Ke Naam”, few more members
joined the CWC.

Pankaj Dharkar addressing the members

K. P. Dominic giving a presentation to the members

NETWORK MEET &
MUSICAL PROGRAMME “EK SHAAM FSAI KE NAAM”

Seen in the picture (L to R) : Sanjay Pathak, Fenil Shah, Yash Majithia, Rohit Shah, Mukesh Shah, Nimit Sheth,
Pankaj Dharkar, Rakesh Arora, Dipen Mehta, M M Bhuskute, Asha Parmar and K. P. Dominic

Gitanjali and Pankaj Dharkar performing at the musical night

With the idea of spreading awareness about fire safety & security, and combining
it with an entertaining amalgam, FSAI Gujarat Chapter organised a Network
Meet & Musical Program ‘Ek Shaam FSAI Ke Naam’ on 6th February, 2016
at Hotel Skyz, Ahmedabad. The Network Meet elaborated on the steps &
initiatives taken by FSAI towards the safety of citizens and adapting the masses
to emergencies. It also encouraged delegates to become members and contribute
through their endeavors in the mission set by FSAI. It was attended by 150
delegates and was well received. This was then followed by a musical programme,
“Ek Shaam FSAI Ke Naam”. The event was partnered by AAAG, Ramana Safety
and ResQ Technologies and was a huge success.

K. P. Dominic addressing the gathering
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TRAINING PROGRAMME ON
‘FIRE HYDRANT SYSTEM DESIGN FOR INDUSTRIAL OCCUPANCIES’

Training session conducted by K. P. Motwani and M. M. Bhuskute

FSAI Gujarat Chapter conducted a Training Programme on ‘Fire Hydrant
System Design for Industrial Occupancies’ on 5th February, 2016 at AMA,
Ahmedabad. The training session was conducted by Mr. K. P. Motwani,
Principal, College of Fire Technology, who was also the Chief Guest, and Mr.
M M Bhuskute, Ex. TAC Regional Head & Fire Consultant – Ahmedabad. It
was attended by 50 delegates and was well received.
Nimit Sheth expressing his views on the topic

HABITAT CONCLAVE ON
SUSTAINABLE & SMART CITIES

FSAI Stall at Habitat Conclave

Audience

The Gujarat Institute of Civil Engineers and Architects (GICEA), Ahmedabad,
had organized a Habitat Conclave on “Sustainable & Smart Cities” from 1821 February, 2016 at AES Ground, Ahmedabad. GICEA, through Habitat
Conclave, intends to commence a process of generating an environment, policy
framework, knowledge database, product variety and intellectual debates, so
that tangible solutions can be worked out, that can take us closer to the making
of Sustainable & Smart Cities. FSAI has also partnered with GICEA with the
intention to create awareness about the importance of integrated MEP services. A
Technical Conclave, was also organized as a part of the Habitat Conclave, various
professionals and policy makers shared their thoughts towards charting out the
road map for Sustainable and Smart Cities. Mr. Abhay Purandare gave an engaging
presentation on ‘Fire Protection Systems for Smart Cities’. More than 125 delegates
attended the seminar. This event was supported by Ahmedabad Municipal
Corporation, Ahmedabad Urban Development Authority, Gujarat Urban
Development Authority, Road & Building Department, Builders Association of
India and various other organizations & institutes. The seminar was sponsored by
Astral Pipes Ltd.

Vivek Ogra being felicitated by Dipen Mehta
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FSAI MADHYA PRADESH CHAPTER
HARIT-VAYU-AGNI SEMINAR

K. P. Dominic talking about FSAI

A seminar on “Harit Vayu Agni” was held at Hotel Radisson Blu, Indore on
4th March, 2016. It received an overwhelming response, with participation of
138 delegates, elite line up of speakers, sponsors and associates, participating
in the event.

Pankaj Tiwari addressing the gathering

Aditya Prabhu giving his presentation about making cities citizen safe

Mr. Pankaj Tiwari, Jt. Secretary - MP Sub Chapter, delivered the Welcome
Address, briefing the audience about the full support extended by FSAI to
aid the dream of Smart, Safe & Green Buildings for Smart Cities. Mr. K. P.
Dominic, National Chair, Programs & Events, gave the inaugural address, in
which he explained the background and vision of FSAI. He elaborated on the
various initiatives taken up by the chapters across India.
Mr. Aditya Prabhu, Group CEO - Secutech, made an elaborate presentation
on the steps needed to be taken in the direction of making cities not just smart
but also citizen safe. Mr. Ashwin Ijantkar, Consultant - Epsilon, gave an indepth presentation on the convergence of technology for not only making
buildings smart but also safe for occupants.
Vote of thanks was presented by Mr. Adnan, CWC Member - MP Sub Chapter.
He thanked, speakers, associates & delegates for their overwhelming support
& making the event, a huge success.

Ashwin Ijantkar giving his presentation on the convergence
of technology to make buildings safe

Audience

INDORE SMART CITY LAUNCH CUM EXHIBITION

Seen on the dais is Sumitra Mahajan, Venkaiah Naidu, Shivraj Singh Chouhan and Malini Gaud with other dignitaries
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Indore, being one of the Smart Cities under the Government of India’s initiative,
comprising the list of Smart cities, a full day Conference & Exhibition was
held at Brilliant Convention Centre on 12th February, 2016. This ambitious
initiative opens up new business opportunities for the Fire & Security industry
in the coming years. With a view to give boost to this initiative, Indore
Municipal Corporation organized this one day convention which saw the
presence of esteemed dignitaries like Smt. Sumitra Mahajan, Hon’ble Speaker,
Lok Sabha, Govt. of India; Shri Venkaiah Naidu, Hon’ble Minister of Urban
Development, Govt. of India & Shri Shivraj Singh Chouhan, Hon’ble Chief
Minister of Madhya Pradesh. FSAI was privileged to get a pavilion space in the
exhibit area, which gave a unique opportunity for FSAI to display its activities
& programmes and for its members to participate and display their products
and be a part of this event. The event was a huge success with an enthralling
response.

Malini Gaud with Pankaj Dharkar viewing the stalls

Pankaj Dharkar giving presentation about Smart Cities

FSAI KOLKATA CHAPTER
SCHOOL AWARENESS PROGRAMME

Ranjan Kr. Dey giving introduction of FS AI to the school staffs and students

FSAI Kolkata Chapter conducted demonstration on Fire Safety measures
and evacuation processes on 5th February, 2016 at Ashutosh Naskar High
School. This was attended by over 150 students & teachers. A presentation
on types of fire and how to react and respond to fire accidents was given by
Mr. Ranjan Kr. Dey, Secretary - FSAI Kolkata Chapter, in the presence of
Mr. Ashim Mukherjee, President - FSAI Kolkata Chapter. Mr. Mukherjee
extended a special thanks to Mr. David and OBS team for their support and
demonstrating the usage of fire extinguishers.

Live demonstration on using fire extinguishers

Audience
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KOLKATA FIRE & SECURITY CONFERENCE (KFSC-2016)

Lighting of the Lamp at the worthy hands of Sanjoy Mukherjee. Also seen in
the picture (L to R) : Ajit Raghavan, Rakesh Arora and Ranjan Kr. Dey

Audience

Sanjoy Mukherjee talking about steps taken towards
making Kolkata, a fire safe city

FSAI Kolkata Chapter conducted Kolkata Fire & Security Conference (KFSC2016) at Hotel Hindustan International (HHI) on 21st January, 2016. The
Chief Guest to the conference was Mr. Sanjoy Mukherjee, IPA, Director General,
IPS, Director General, WBFES, Govt. of West Bengal. Also present during
the conference were Mr. Ajit Raghavan, General Secretary - FSAI, Mr. Rakesh
Arora, Chair - Membership Promotion, Mr. Ashim Mukherjee, President - FSAI
Kolkata Chapter, Mr. Ranjan Kr. Dey, Secretary - FSAI Kolkata Chapter. The
Welcome Address of KFSC-2016 was delivered by the Chapter President, Mr.
Ashim Mukherjee. He explained the various initiatives of the chapter. Mr. Ajit
Raghavan, FSAI General Secretary, explained in detail the background and vision
of FSAI. Mr. Rakesh Arora, Chair FSAI Membership Promotion, explained in
detail about membership benefits of FSAI and Student Chapter. Mr. Sanjoy
Mukherjee made an elaborate presentation on the steps taken in the direction
of making Kolkata a fire safe city. He explained about various activities and
strategies of WBFES and appreciated the contribution of FSAI Kolkata chapter.
He further urged FSAI for greater participation in this field. The conference was
attended by over 170 members & delegates and was a huge success.

TRAINING PROGRAMME ON
FIRE PREVENTION & FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM

Seen in the picture (L to R) : Ashim Mukherjee, Anupam Majumdar, Sekhar Dey and Nishit Mandal

Ashim Mukherjee taking the session with delegates

FSAI Kolkata Chapter organized a Training Programme on Fire Prevention,
Early Warning & Detection and Fire Protection System at Drive In Snacks Bar
on 5th March, 2016. The Programme started with the power point presentation
by Mr. Ashim Mukherjee, President - FSAI Kolkata Chapter about FSAI, its
motto & the various activities it undertakes. The audience was also briefed
about the chapter presence of FSAI & its committees. Mr. Mukherjee ended his
presentation with an appeal to all those present to become a member of FSAI.
The session started with a talk on Passive Fire Protection which was conducted
by Mr. Ashim Mukherjee. This was followed by a session on Early Warning
Detection & Alarm System by Mr Nishit Mandal which was followed by a
session on Fire Hydrant System Design for Industrial Occupancies, conducted
by Mr. Shekhar Dey. All the topics were discussed in detail by the respective
speakers who weaved the technical as well as practical aspects into each of the
topics. The programme was very well received by the audience.
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FSAI MUMBAI CHAPTER
TRAINING IN FIRE SAFETY

Live demonstration of fire extinguishers by Rajesh Shirke to the students

Ideal Institute of Architecture, had approached FSAI for conducting training
on fire safety for high-rise buildings and for giving information about latest
fire prevention and fire fighting equipments to the architectural students. Mr.
Rajesh Shirke on behalf of FSAI Mumbai Chapter co-ordinated the entire
activity. The students were explained the importance of using fire retardant
materials and sealants to make the building more fire safe. Towards the end
of the session, a live demonstration on usage of fire extinguishers & safety
training also was imparted by fire officers. Ar. Shreyash Salmarker, Director of
the Institute thanked FSAI for conducting this programme.

Safety training by fire officers

FM GLOBAL CERTIFICATION PROGRAMME
FSAI Mumbai Chapter organized FM Global Certification Programme
for Loss Prevention & Sprinkler Technology, at Courtyard by Marriott on
March 14 & 15, 2016. The objectives of this programme included thorough
understanding of the fundamentals in loss prevention; risks involved in
diverse industries & how FM approvals aid in reliability & loss prevention;
advancements in Sprinkler Technology & fundamentals of effective design
and installation of Sprinkler Systems.
Mr. Mutthu Kumar Pitchumani , Group Manager Field Engineering - Asia
OPS; Mr. Mani Kandan Krishna Murthy, Group Manager Field Engineering;
Mr. Abby So, Manager FM Approvals Asia Pacific; Mr. Sumit Khanna,
International Codes & Standards Consultants and Mr. Fayaz from FM Global
conducted the sessions to train delegates on Loss Prevention & Sprinkler
Technology.

FM Trainers. Seen in the picture (L to R) : Mutthu Kumar Pitchumani , Fayaz, Sanjeev
Mishra, Sumit Khanna, Abby So and Mani
Kandan Krishna Murthy

Mr. Manoj Shenoy, President & Mr. Suresh Menon, Secretary - FSAI Mumbai
Chapter also conducted an interactive workshop for all the attendees. The
session ended by an address to the audience and handing over of mementoes to
the trainers which was done by Mr. Pankaj Dharkar, National President - FSAI.
Vote of Thanks was given by Mr. Suresh Menon, Secretary - FSAI Mumbai
Chapter. The programme which was attended by 28 delegates was a success
and received a phenomenal response from the delegates.

Manoj Shenoy conducting the Interactive Workshop
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CORPORATE CRICKET JUNG -2016
Clubbing Awareness about Fire Safety along with the favourite sport, Cricket
solved a dual purpose for Mumbaikars as FSAI Mumbai Chapter organized
Corporate Cricket Jung -2016 at Parsee Colony Gymkhana, Dadar, Mumbai on
13th March, 2016. Total eight teams participated and the team from Mumbai
Fire Brigade also entered the fray to play a friendly match.
Seen in the picture (L to R) : Milind Rane, Vinayak Shane,
Manoj Shenoy, Pramoud Rao and Suresh Menon

Cricket match in progress

Winners - Team Gaikwad from Startech Engineers

This event organized by FSAI Mumbai Chapter witnessed various matches
being played during the day. The event was inaugurated by Mr. Manoj Shenoy,
President & Mr. Suresh Menon, Secretary - FSAI Mumbai Chapter along with
Core Committee Members, Mr. Vinayak Shane, Mr. Milind Rane, Mr. C. K.
Asher, Mr. Shazed, Mr. Gurmeet Singh , Mr. Anil, Mr. Jitendra, Past National
President - Mr. Pramoud Rao along with many members from Mumbai Chapter.
FSAI gave prizes in various categories viz. Winner, Runners-up, Best Bowler, Best
Batsman, Player of the Tournament and Maximum Sixes categories. The winner
of the FSAI Monsher Trophy was Team Gaikwad from Startech Engineers and
Runner-up was Team Holkar from DDS Security, Pune. 200 people were present
to witness this very successful event.
FSAI Mumbai Chapter extended a special thanks to all its supporters, members,
Trophy Partner - Monsher; Team Partners - Zicom, Lubrizol, DDS Security,
Startech Engineers, Reality Security, Cease Fire Protection, V. L. Astra
Engineering, Reliance Fire Protection ; Cap Partner - Avion and Maximum Sixes
Partner - Devikarma. A special thanks was also extended to CFO Mumbai and
his team for remaining present during the event.

FSAI PUNE CHAPTER
INSPIRATIONAL WORKSHOP ON
CONFIDENCE BUILDING FOR ACHIEVING SUCCESS

Virendra Borade, Dr. Sachin Shendokar and Anand Joshi being felicitated by students

On 15th February, 2016 an Inspirational Workshop was conducted by Dr.
Ravi Kumeria, CEO - Galactic Group for FSAI Students Chapter at Bharati
Vidyapeeth, College of Engineering, Lavale Pune. The workshop was meant
to break mental barriers and associated fear to make students more confident.
For this workshop, Mr. Anand Joshi, Pune Chapter President, Mr. Virendra
Borade, Secretary Elect, Mr. Sammer Chitre, and over 150 FSAI Student
Chapter Members and all HODs’ with Administrative Staff were present. Mr.
Sameer Chitre gave an inspiring speech to students. Students who can form
steering committee were identified in this meeting as they were apprised of
the activities to follow and the roles they would play in coordinating FSAI
Students Chapter activities.

Students walking on glass pieces

During this workshop, Motivational Speaker, Dr. Ravi Kumeria inspired
students to walk on glass pieces. As per Dr. Kumeria’s perception, this exercise
teaches students to focus on goals and be prepared to overcome tough
challenges which students face while achieving goals.
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INAUGURATION OF FIRE & SAFETY LAB
AT BHARATI VIDYAPEETH, PUNE

Inauguration of the Fire & Safety Lab at Bharati Vidyapeeth.
Seen in the picture ( from L to R) Virendra Borade, Pankaj Dharkar, Abhijit Kadam, Rakesh Kapoor & Dr. Sachin Shendokar

The Core Committee Members of FSAI Pune Chapter with the help of Dr.
Sachin Shendokar, Principal - Bharati Vidyapeeth (Lavale Branch) who is also
one of the core committee members of Pune Chapter had embarked on a journey
to create a one of its kind Fire & Safety Lab sometime back. With the help of Dr.
Shendokar, this dream came true and on 15th January, 2016, this lab which has
been set-up in the Bharati Vidyapeeth (Lavale Branch) campus was inaugurated
at the hands of Mr. Rakesh Kapoor, Mr. Abhijit Kadam and Mr. Pankaj Dharkar.
Many companies like Vighanaharta, Bajaj Electrical, Horizonchutes, Extreme
Group and Rapid Fire supported the construction of this lab by providing
sponsorships and fire safety materials. As a part of the celebration, FSAI Pune
Chapter had also arranged a road show of 14 kms across the city. Mr. Pankaj
Dharkar, National President; Mr. K. P. Dominic, Head - Programme Events &
Student Activities and members of the Core Committee participated in this
road show with utmost enthusiasm.

Core Committee Members, Pankaj Dharkar and
K. P. Dominic were also part of the Road Show

The Guest of Honour - Mr. Abhijit Kadam and the Chief Guest - Mr. Rakesh
Kapoor were delighted to see the Lab. FSAI National Team also appreciated the
initiative of setting-up this lab and were very pleased with the set up.

TRAINING SESSION ON IDENTITY & ACCESS MANAGEMENT (IAM)

Virendra Borade and Dr. Sachin Shendokar with the students

FSAI Pune Chapter had organised a one day Training Programme on Identity
& Access Management at Bharati Vidyapeeth Campus on 19th February,
2016 for the benefit of its students. The session was conducted by the Director
of Security Shells Infotech Pvt.Ltd. - Mr. Mahesh Gavhane. The session saw
a packed auditorium with the presence of more than 50 students and faculty
members from Bharati Vidyapeeth.
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FSAI RAJASTHAN SUB CHAPTER
TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR HOUSING BOARD ENGINEERS, JAIPUR

Pramod Dubey
giving presentation on Fire Safety

Open House Session

Sudhir Mathur, along with IPA Representative
addressing the audience

This Joint Training Session by IPA & FSAI Rajasthan Sub Chapter was
conducted at Rajasthan Housing Board Head Office on 12th January, 2016,
which was well attended by 150 people. The event was conducted by Mr. Sudhir
Mathur, Jt. Secretary - FSAI Rajasthan Sub-Chapter. The audience consisted
of AEN, XEN and JEN from the Housing Board. The purpose of the session
was to share the knowledge of fire equipments & plumbing installation in
high-rise buildings. The topics covered during the session included knowledge
about fire emergencies, fire equipments to be installed in high rise buildings,
equipments used for fire prevention, equipments used for fire fighting, bylaws
for fire fighting, types of pipes used in plumbing, best practices in plumbing etc
to list out a few. Mr. Pramod Dubey, CWC Member - Rajasthan Sub Chapter
on behalf of FSAI, gave a technical presentation. The overall event was well
received by the audience.

SCHOOL TRAINING PROGRAMME

Sudhir Mathur & Pramod Dubey along with fire officers and school teachers

Pramod Dubey addressing the students

On the eve of National School Safety Day, a training programme was
conducted in Adarsh Vidya Mandir, Senior Secondary School, Sanganer, Jaipur
on 21st January, 2016. Mr. Sudhir Mathur, Joint Secretary - FSAI Rajasthan
Sub Chapter along with Mr. Pramod Dubey, Core Working Committee
(CWC) Member were present during this activity along with the Jaipur Fire
Department Team. An interactive session was taken up by Mr. Dubey which
was followed by a practical demonstration by the Jaipur Fire Department
Staff. This programme benefitted a total of 455 individuals which included
435 students from Class 6 to 12 alongwith 20 school staff & Management
Committee Members.

Demonstration by fire officer
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SCHOOL AWARENESS PROGRAMME
As a regular practice, the FSAI Rajasthan Sub Chapter conducts school
awareness and training programmes in various areas of Jaipur with the help of
its CWC team. The main objective behind organizing such programmes is to
increase the level of awareness among school students and build Safe & Secure
Citizens for future.
In line with this, the FSAI Rajasthan Sub Chapter had organized an awareness
programme at Dwivedi Public School, Jaipur on 22nd February 2016. It was
attended by 38 students aged between 12 to 16 years and 5 school teachers apart
from the Managing Director of the school who himself also made it a point
to attend the programme in order to gain knowledge about Fire Safety. Mr.
Pramod Dubey from FSAI Rajasthan Sub-Chapter conducted the programme.
Apart from Mr. Pramod Dubey, Mr. Anil Gupta and Mr. Akash Vajpai from the
Rajasthan Sub-Chapter CWC also remained present during the event.

Session in progress

FSAI VISAKHAPATNAM CHAPTER
SCHOOL AWARENESS PROGRAMME

SPB Rangacharyulu explaining various aspects of the occurence of fire and usage of fire extinguishers

A programme on fire safety & awareness was conducted by FSAI
Vishakhapatnam Chapter at Swetha Chalapathi Samsthan English Medium
School, Bobbili on 29th January, 2016. Students were given training on basics
of fire, different types of fire extinguishers & a practical demonstration was also
given on usage of the system installed in their school. The session conducted by
Mr. SPB Rangacharyulu from Vishakhapatnam Chapter was a huge success
as the students showed lot of interest in learning and were very active during
the session. FSAI Vishakhapatnam Chapter thanked the Principal for the
immense cooperation extended in making the session a success.

Live demonstration of Hose Reel

SPB Rangacharyulu with the Principal talking about
Fire Safety & Emergency Evacuation Processes

Live demonstration of fire extinguishers
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My purpose of writing this piece is purely to
talk about fire and inadequate surveillance
at Deonar Dumping Ground and nothing
else - all other points are incidental :-)

last.page@fsaijournal

Deonar Dumping Ground (DDG) is in news since
January this year, when a massive fire broke out in this
landfill site, which is one of the largest in Asia! Spread
in 326 acres in East Mumbai, this dumpyard receives
almost 6,000 tons of solid waste, everyday!! As a result,
this site is overflowing with waste mountain, which is
taller than 20 storied building!!!
Well, as is known, a major fire broke out on 28th January
in DDG, creating a thick layer of toxic smoke over entire
neighbourhood. The dimension of this ‘dark cloud’ was
so huge that NASA satellites could ‘see’ it from the
space! The Air Quality Index (AQI) lowered down to
341, thanks to the thick toxic fumes coming out of this fire!!
At this juncture, let me share with you all that the fire beneath the ‘mountain
of mess’ is constantly blazing since more than a decade and it is spreading
underground in this vast dumpyard! Unfortunately, unsegregated solid waste
is dumped recklessly at DDG since decades and the plastic, methane and
other combustible gases create an ideal combination and condition for fire to
keep flaring up, though underground! At the same time, it becomes difficult
to extinguish this fire because, more and more waste is being dumped here,
everyday!
If we talk about security and surveillance, there are only about 150 guards
and only 12 CCTV cameras for protection and safekeeping of such a huge
site, which can anyday become a potential threat to the Commercial Capital
of India! The worst, there is no boundary wall to this ground and it is open
for anyone and everyone for doing ‘anything’ and ‘everything’...
Apart from poor AQI because of continuous fire, the residents of nearby
areas are suffering from skin diseases and respiratory diseases and are getting
yellow and smelly tap water, which can’t be termed as potable!
But as usual, instead of attending to the problems and working out effective
solutions, our politicians are busy in blame game and the bureaucracy is
active on its own agenda! Surprisingly, instead of booking the contractor, the
rag-pickers, the land mafias or dumping vehicle owners, a FIR is registered
against three unidentified minors in the age group of 10-12 years for this fire
and investigation is on!!
Anyways, my purpose of writing this piece is purely to talk about fire and
inadequate surveillance at Deonar Dumping Ground and nothing else - all
other points are incidental :-)
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